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CV Joints
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Constant Velocity joints (CV joints) are used on both ends of front-wheel drive (FWD)
axle shafts (also called halfshafts). The CV joint is the flexible coupling that allows the
outer wheel to steer, and the shaft to follow the up and down motions of the suspension
as the vehicle travels down the road.
The outboard CV joint (the one that connects to the drive wheel) typically has a much
wider operating angle than the inboard CV joint that connects to the transaxle. This is
because the outer joint may have to turn up to 50 degrees off center when the front
wheels are steered. The inboard joint, by comparison, rarely sees an operating angle of
more than about 20 degrees. Consequently, different types of joint designs may be
used for the inner and outer joints.
Outboard joints that do not plunge in and out are called "fixed" joints.

RZEPPA CV JOINTS

The most common type of outboard CV joint is the "Rzeppa" style. This type of joint was
invented way back in 1920 by a Dana engineer named Alfred H. Rzeppa. His design
allowed power to be transmitted through six spherical balls located between an inner
and outer race. In this design, the balls are held in position by small windows in a cage
assembly that fits between the inner and outer races. The design of the joint is such that
the position of the balls always bisects (cuts in half) the operating angle of the joint. It is
a slick design that works something like a bevel gear. But instead of gear teeth
transmitting the torque across the joint, the balls push against their respective tracks in
the inner and outer housings.

DOUBLE OFFSET & CROSS GROOVE CV JOINTS
A couple of variations on this design are the "double offset" (DOJ) and "Plunging Disk
Type Cross Groove" CV joints. Both designs also have the six ball arrangement, but the
joints are used only on the inboard end of the shaft. Both designs allow the inner race
(which is mounted on the end of the shaft) to "plunge" in and out so the shaft can
change length. Why is this necessary? Because the shaft is usually longer than the
control arms on the suspension. The difference in length would create interference
problems every time the suspension moved up or down.
So the plunging action of these joints allows the shaft to slide in and out slightly to
compensate for the difference.

TRIPOD CV JOINTS
The other type of CV joint you will see is the "tripod" style joint. Tripod joints do not have
balls but instead use needle bearing rollers mounted on a three-legged spider. The
rollers are mounted at 120 degrees to one another and slide back and forth in tracks in
an outer "tulip" housing.
Tripod style joints are used for the inner joints on most domestic and Asian FWD
models from 1983 to present. This type of joint is less expensive to manufacture than a
ball type joint, and is well-suited to the limited operating angles of the inner joint
location. The joint is designed to plunge in and out the same as other inboard joints to
allow changes in shaft length as the suspension moves.
A fixed version of the tripod joint is used on a few applications including the former AMC
Alliance and some Asian applications (Toyota Tercel and Nissan Sentra).

WHY A CV JOINT AND NOT A U-JOINT?
Have you ever wondered why front-wheel drive cars do not have ordinary universal
joints? U-joints work fine on the driveshaft in most rear-wheel drive applications, so why
not FWD too? The answer is because U-joints produce cyclic vibrations when operated
at the kind of steering angles found in a FWD application.
Ordinary Cardan type universal joints cause a change in speed between the driving and
driven shafts whenever the joint operates at an angle. As the operating angle of the joint
increases, the speed (velocity) of the driven shaft varies more and more during each
revolution of the shafts. The greater the operating angle, the greater the variation in
speed of the driven shaft and the greater the vibration it produces.
The driven shaft still turns at the same number of revolutions per minute as the shaft
that is driving it, but because of the geometry of a universal joint the speed of the driven
shaft alternately increases (accelerates) and decreases (decelerates) four times every
revolution, and this is what causes the vibrations we are talking about.

To visualize how this occurs, look down the length of a RWD driveshaft at the U-joint in
the transmission yoke. If the tail end of the driveshaft were unbolted from the differential
and lowered to the floor, it would create a severe angle in the forward U-joint. If the
shaft were then turned by hand, you would then be able to see that the two bearing
caps on the U-joint center cross attached to the driveshaft rotate in one plane while the
two attached to the transmission yoke rotate in a different plane. All the while the center
cross is swiveling back and forth with each revolution.
If you drew what is happening on paper, the two bearing caps in the transmission yoke
would appear to be traveling in an elliptical (oval) shaped path as viewed down the
length of the driveshaft. Or, from the other point of view, the two bearing caps on the
driveshaft would appear to be traveling the elliptical path if viewed from the
transmission.

So what does this have to do with speed changes and vibrations? Plenty, because it is
this difference in geometry that causes the driven shaft to change speed with respect to
the driving shaft.
If the transmission output shaft were turning at a consistent 1000 rpm, the driveshaft
would likewise turn at 1000 rpm regardless of the joint angle. But the driveshaft would
also change speed alternately twice during each half revolution because of the
difference in geometry between the two opposing bearing caps in the U-joint.
The speed changes are not great when the angle is less than a few degrees, but as the
operating angle of the joint increases so do the cyclic vibrations of the driven shaft as
well as the back and forth motion in the joint itself.
The changing rotational velocity of the driven shaft can be offset by installing a second
U-joint on the opposite end of the driven shaft "phased" 90 degrees with respect to the
first joint.
In theory the second joint cancels out the changes in output velocity caused by the
other joint, but only so long as both joints operate at identical angles.
This setup works fine for RWD driveshafts where front and rear joint angles are usually
identical and the changes in operating angles are relatively small, but with front-wheel
drive the situation is entirely different. The inner and outer joints often operate at
different angles. Whenever the wheels are turned the outer joint runs at a much higher
angle than the inner joint. This upsets the offsetting relationship between inner and
outer joint angles that is a necessary requirement for ordinary U-joints. The front wheels
are also required to steer at angles of up to 45 degrees, which puts too much strain on a
U-joint.

A CV joint, by comparison, always splits the operating angle in half so the driven shaft
turns at the exact same speed as the input shaft. So no matter what the joint angle,
there are no changes in speed -- thus the name "constant velocity."

CV JOINT WEAR
One thing almost all FWD shafts have in common is that the outer CV joints almost
always wear out long before the inner ones so. The outer joints wear at a faster rate
because of the increased operating angles as the wheels steer. Consequently, the inner
CV joints on many exchange shafts are in good condition and can be safely reused.
To check for wear, you have to remove the axle and disassemble the CV joint as shown
above. Cracks in the ball housing, dimples or pits in the balls or races, or wear in the
ball tracks would tell you the CV joint is worn out and needs to be replaced.
Note: The balls, cages and tracks in a CV joint are precision fit with close tolerances. If
you take the joint apart for cleaning and inspection, the balls must be returned to their
same original positions as before.
Play between the balls and cage windows can produce a popping or clicking sound
when the joint is operated at an angle (as when turning a corner). Insufficient clearance
in the joint can cause binding and galling that can damage the balls and tracks as well
as crack and/or chip the cage windows.
When this type of CV joint is rebuilt, slightly oversized balls and cages with oversized
windows may be installed to compensate for wear. But this approach may only provide

a short term fix because it does not restore the wear that may have occurred on the
tracks in the inner and outer races. Because of this, many CV joint rebuilders regrind
the tracks on the inner race and outer housing using precision computer controlled
numeric (CNC) equipment that allows the original contours of the tracks to be restored
for oversized balls.
Some aftermarket FWD axle rebuilders regrind every joint as a matter of course while
others only grind on an "as needed" basis. The proponents of grinding say that
machining the joint restores the proper tolerances that were originally designed into it,
and allows many joints that would otherwise have to be discarded because of excessive
wear to be salvaged.
The tracks in the races are case hardened when a joint is originally manufactured to
make the joint wear longer. Grinding obviously removes some of this hardened layer,
which may create durability concerns if too much metal is removed. The depth of the
case hardening on CV joints varies depending on the application and process used
(induction hardening or carburizing), but typically ranges from .048 inch to .100 inch or
more. So limiting the amount of material removed to .010 inch to accommodate a .020
inch oversized ball is said to have virtually no significant effect on joint life.
The key to reconditioning a CV joint by grinding, say those who do it, is to exactly
duplicate the original arc in the housing and race, a process which requires precision
machining equipment and cannot be duplicated by hand grinding with a simple die
grinder.

CV JOINT LUBRICATION
CV joints require a special type of high temperature, high pressure grease. Ordinary
chassis grease or multipurpose grease should never be used in a CV joint.
The condition of the grease as well as the amount of grease in the joint will determine
how long the joint lasts. One of the purposes of the boot that surrounds the CV joint is to
keep dirt and moisture out. The other is to keep the grease in. If a boot is torn, cracked,
punctured or comes loose, dirt and water can contaminate the grease in the joint
causing accelerated wear which will eventually lead to joint failure. Loss of grease can
also occur which will further shorten the life of the joint. So the boots must be in good
condition to protect the joint.

Boots often become brittle with age and exposure to heat. Boots can also be damaged
by road hazards and the careless use of j-hooks by a tow truck operator. Old boots
should never be reused if a CV joint is being replaced. If a boot is leaking, the joint will
lose grease leading to rapid wear and joint failure. Dirt and water can also get past a
leaky boot and contaminate the grease inside. If the grease feels gritty, it is
contaminated and the joint needs to be thoroughly cleaned and repacked with fresh
grease, or replaced if the joint is worn or damaged.

This torn CV joint boot has reached the end of the road. If not replaced, the loss of
grease from the joint combined with dirt and water entering the joint will quickly ruin the
joint.

Rather than replace a single bad boot, a better repair option is to replace the entire
halfshaft with a new or remanufactured halfshaft. If your vehicle has a lot of miles on it
and one boot has failed, chances are the other boots are near the end of their life too,
and may also fail soon if not replaced.
Original equipment boots are one-piece and require removing the axle and dismounting
the CV joint to install a new boot. A labor and money-saving tip is you only want to
replace a bad boot is to install a "split-boot" (requires carefully gluing the seam). A split
boot can be installed without having to remove the axle or joint. A split-boot is more of a
temporary repair because a split-boot won't have he same durability as a new single
piece boot.
When replacing a boot, use the special CV joint grease that comes with the new boot.
Pack about 1/3 of the grease into the joint itself, and put the rest inside the boot before
installing the boot clamps.
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